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PREHORQUISA

is a company headquartered in Segovia (Spain). We are specialized in
the development of modular construction systems based on architectural precast
concrete elements for industrialized construction, offering our customers a full service
in engineering, manufacturing and on‐site assembly.

WHO WE
ARE
PREHORQUISA

‐
‐

Our production is only made to order and to measure.
The construction work does not have to adapt to our standards. The designers
and technicians raise their ideas and demands, and we adapt to the needs of
each project. We work over the concepts "tailored suit" or "bespoke precast".

is member of the National

Association of Precast Concrete Industry
(ANDECE) and a founding partner of the
National Association of Architectural Precast
Concrete Manufacturers (ANFHARQ)
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We are committed to innovation, technology and know‐how as our work tools.
Therefore, we have a team of professionals committed to the development of any
project with the maximum guarantees regarding quality as well as a scrupulous
meeting of agreed deadlines.
As for our experience in construction we stand out for being present in multiple actions
of different types and categories: housing buidings, industrial buildings, offices, social
and commercial headquarters, integral rehabilitations, residences, schools, single‐
family homes, hospitals, sports facilities, hotels, libraries, civil works, etc.

For more information
about our reference
works:
www.prehorquisa.com
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QUALITY, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
The management of PREHORQUISA, aware of the responsibility that it has acquired in carrying out the tasks of its
activity, has established an Integrated Management System in its Organization, in accordance with the requirements
established in the standards:
‐ UNE‐EN‐ISO 9001: 2015.‐ Quality Management System.
‐ UNE‐EN‐ISO 14001:2015.‐ Environmental Management System.
‐ OHSAS 18001:2007.‐ Ocupational Health and Safety Management System.
All our systems and products are CE marked to always offer the maximum guarantees to our customers. We also
have a strict corporate social responsibility policy.
THE KEYS TO OUR SUCCESS
Delivering on time
We have a team of professionals committed to the development of your project with the maximum guarantees for
execution in the agreed deadlines.
Quality Guarantee
All PREHORQUISA people and processes are oriented in the same line: to ensure the highest quality.
Flexibility
Our technical department can make any design you have in mind a reality.
Experience
Over 45 years of good results and the know‐how our staff, will bring great added value to your projects. In addition
to collaborating and advising the most leading architecture studios in the development of their most emblematic
and complex projects; among our regular clients we highlight:
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HISTORY
In our more than 45 years of experience
we have opted for a close collaboration
with technicians and designers as an
engine to innovate and develop new
applications and uses of precast concrete
within the framework of industrialized
construction.
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Since the foundation of its headquarters in Segovia,
PREHORQUISA has participated in countless projects of
high complexity offering multiple solutions in precast
concrete for the most emblematic buildings worldwide.

As a result, PREHORQUISA has grown and
diversified its services, including both
consulting and engineering services as
well as the execution of metal structures
of all kinds: facade or roof metal
enclosures, industrial ventilation, or
natural lighting. And thus can offer our
customers a complete service in precast
concrete and/or steel solutions as
specialists in industrialized construction.
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SPECIALISTS IN ARCHITECTURAL CONCRETE PANELS
PREHORQUISA stands out for being a proven specialist in design and execution of facade
enclosures with precast architectural concrete panels, developing all the engineering
and planning work in collaboration with the construction technicians and architects.

WHAT WE
DO
PRECAST CONCRETE ADVANTAGES

1. Industrialized Construction. Custom
products manufactured in industrial plants

Although from our R&D&i department we are continuously moving forward to obtain new
and better products, we currently work with mainly three types of products for facades:
-

Reinforced Architectural Concrete, HA

-

Glass Reinforced Concrete, GRC

-

Ultra High Performance Concrete, UHPC

Precast architectural concrete panels have inherently huge ADVANTAGES over traditional
methods, highlighting:
‐

Versatility of design and finishes

2. Minimum runnig time. On-site assembly
that allows reduction of auxiliary tasks and
labour.
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3. Safety in its construction and use.
Guaranteed resistance from plant build up
date and throughout the life of the product.
4. Durability. Control of raw materials and
finishes that allows maximum durability of
the products.
5. Maximum structural strength.
Conserving of all its resistance characteristics
even in adverse situations, e.g. in fires.

‐

‐

Optimal and controlled execution conditions that influence on:
o

Better quality products.

o

Almost zero waste and debris on the work site.

High assembly performance and decreased of the “on‐site” work.
o

Faster incorporation to on site work of others industrialist.

o

Increased security on‐site:





No need of scaffoldings.
Reduced workmanship that works from the building interior.
Reduced timing for closing the structure, avoiding risks of falls.

6. Acoustic and thermal insulation.
Improved sound insulation and energy
optimization through thermal mass.
7. Excellent cost-benefit ratio. Reduction
of tasks throughout the construction process
that results in a better balance between
investment and its profits.
8. Control of Quality. Product quality
endorsed by the company and independent of
the execution.
9. Versatility and design. Adaptation to
any technical or design need, and highly
competitiveness.
10. Sustainable. Optimal control of
environmental, social and economic impacts,
both during its construction during its use.
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PRODUCTS AND SYSTEMS ‐ INNOVATION AND DESIGN
Thanks to our vocation to overcome in PREHORQUISA, we are able to offer multiple constructive solutions
adapting the geometry and finish of our precast to the needs of each work and offering the union of technology
and design by betting on an R&D&I policy that allows us to offer a consultancy service specialized in industrialized
construction.
‐ Self‐supporting panels for enclosures such as exterior facade sheet with multiple finishes and
geometries. Based on Reinforced Concrete, Sandwich and Studframe GRC or UHPC.
‐ Loadbearing panels performing both structural and enclosure functions, with multiple finishes and
geometries. Based on Reinforced Concrete.
‐ Sandwich panels with continuous insulation and thermal bridge breakage based on fibrous composite
connectors (THERMOMASS type or other systems such as HALFEN, PEIKKO). Based on Reinforced
Concrete, whether self‐supporting or bearing.
‐ Precast concrete panels with natural stone or brick plating done in the plant. Based on Reinforced
Concrete.
‐ Special pieces for civil works, urban furniture... Based on Reinforced Concrete, GRC o UHPC.
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WORKING PROCEDURES
‐

Development by our technicians of the Precast Project based on the instructions gathered from the work,
including quartering plans, meetings and anchors details, three‐dimensional models, calculation report,
normative requirements…

‐

‐

Execution (on an agreed deadline) of the number of moulds needed, in order to achieve the objective and
agreed deadlines into account.

‐

Manufacture of the precast pieces (according to the different production processes for each type of
material and system) as well as moving them to the collection site, where they will be given the final
treatment, as well as the corresponding cosmetics.

‐

Transportation to the worksite with suitable means to protect panels.

‐

Assembly, anchoring the panel to the building structure in at least four points.

‐

Throughout the process, the PREHORQUISA Project Manager designated for each work will coordinate
all tasks with the customer, from the development of the specific prefabrication project by the
engineering and design department to the planning of production manufacturing and on‐site assembly,
being responsible for meeting the specific objectives of each work and customer.
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R&D&I
The increasing competitiveness in our socio‐economic environment, the emergence of new development
opportunities and the sharp reduction of the life cycles of products and services, lead to PREHORQUISA's definitive
commitment to R&D&I as the best tool to lead a market as competitive as ours.
In our sector lies the responsibility of industrializing the construction solutions with precast solutions. This
enormous task has been the main objective of PREHORQUISA that in recent years has worked in the development
of new concretes, in increasing the durability of the product, in the application of new manufacturing
technologies, but above all, facilitating the work of the architects developing products that are simply assembled
on site, with the zero risk objective on assembly and with unmatched and with features unmatched and verified
techniques about the finished product.
PREHORQUISA

continues to invest in the research of new, more modern and sustainable construction techniques
to meet to the new constructive challenges of our society.

INTERNATIONALIZATION
In recent years, PREHORQUISA is designing new expansion strategies in search of new business opportunities
outside our borders.
PREHORQUISA

has executed works and assemblies for leading construction companies, both in the national and
international territory. Among the latter we highlight the football stadiums of Equatorial Guinea, where we have
participated with a new precast company (ACON, SL) located in the city of BATA, in order to develop the precast
concrete panels in this African country.
Together with other companies of our group, we have also worked in Angola, Algeria, Cuba, Nicaragua,
Venezuela Portugal and France.
At the end of 2012, the company Brihorqui was born from the merger of Prehorquisa and Brillas Agustí, a
leading company in the construction sector. Brihorqui has been established in Peru, with the aim of contributing
its experience to construction and development activities.
Among the services offered by Brihorqui, we highlight the industrialized construction solutions it brings to the
Peruvian construction market. To achieve this, it relies on its extensive experience in construction and a direct and
personalized working method that allows to meet each of the proposed objectives. The main products within this
process are precast panels and bolted metal structures, where the PREHORQUISA group is one of the sector’s
leading companies.
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Technical and Sales Support Services
Daniel Valle Gómez_ Building Technical Engineer
_+34 649 56 59 07_tecnico@prehorquisa.com
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HEADQUARTERS AND FACTORY
Gremios Segovianos 7, P.I. de Hontoria, 40195 Segovia, Spain ‐ T: +34 921 441 987 ‐ F: +34 921 441 971 ‐ info@prehorquisa.com
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